From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2008 1:45 PM PT  
To: Paul  
Cc: Adam L Tucker  
Subject: Party - Promote US-DeBeers Dollars

Paul hello,

By now you should have received copies of two emails I sent out a little earlier. Please let me know if that is not the case.

I would think, based on everything that Adam has shared with me about you including your “wow” when finding out that there still exists today that swastika shaped US Navy building on Coronado Island that first and foremost, you would not need any convincing that I am “credible” and know what I am talking about.

I don’t scare easily and nor should anyone who follows in my footsteps and who like me, is first and foremost “smart” beginning by figuring out that if you fail to take proper care of your G-d-given body/mind then you are breaking a cardinal rule and therefore from that moment forth incapable of logically thought process let alone doing the right thing and of course why would our Superior Being give you much thought; the mind, the first indicator of the Super Natural, given how it is all chemistry that translates back in to the science into the math, the most precise of languages that is understood by all humans regardless of race, color or ethnic background.

I would think you have enough brain power and intestinal fortitude since Adam made a point of letting me know that you are in “fighting fit” physical condition as well, to spearhead a “capital campaign” to get corporate sponsorship for just3ants.com and not only feel very good about doing the right thing but to be compensated very handsomely.

Bear in mind I am one very good logically thinking person that was not lost on the smartest of the smart Israeli Military Intelligence officers as well as the most senior members of the Mossad when I was just 15 years of age on a 4 month Ulpan where I excelled in both the academics as well as the very physical Gadna-military training within a rifle shot of where David Ben Gurion the head of the Mossad was now living.

Bearing in mind that when I was just 9 years of age and asking Jehudah Matov, my mother’s most trusted Israeli-Argentinean “guide”, one good question after the next as he and my mother made a point of driving us to the front lines of Israel and then back to the cities all in the space of few hours how little distance there was to cover by an enemy guided by the world’s two superpowers who kept trying to make out that both the Russian and Chinese “communists” were the biggest threat to “democracy” and “world peace”.

You have by now seen that mind-boggling movie by a Chinese man showing how a Black US service person captured by the Chinese during the Korean War felt for the first time that he was “equal” when held prisoner by the Chinese and decided to remain behind in China when the war ended.
Then there was that white American service person also captured by the far superior Chinese soldiers who not only decided to remain in China but chose to be a factory worker when he had the choice of going to university given how in China there is no honor lost in being a hard worker.

When do you remember last an American history-sociology teacher telling you how much Chinese people really and truly care about one another, always thinking about those who have less than them and what each of them can do to help out those less fortunate and of course feel so good when sharing versus here in the US it is so very much “dog eat dog” all in pursuit of the Almighty Dollar that has been a myth from its very start and now very much dependent on the “good graces” of the Chinese people from becoming totally worthless in an instant were China to revalue their currency to just 50% of its “fair market value” and in the next instant the US military would find itself totally priced out of the world oil market.

Now think of the words, “Rule of Law” and how at the 11th hour of his presidency Bill Clinton granted oil trader Marc Rich a presidential pardon with everyone knowing at the time that Rich was a traitor, had traded with “our” enemies Iran and Iraq during the Arab oil boycott immediately following the Israeli 1973 Yom Kippur War when it looked in the initial couple of hours that Israel could be wiped off the face of the earth, forget the fact that Rich while a fugitive from US Justice and living the life of Riley in Zug, Switzerland had voluntarily relinquished his US citizenship and forget as well the millions of Black Americans still in prisons here in the US for crimes far less than Mr. Rich and Co. but don’t forget that the head of the Mossad at the time of Rich’s Presidential Pardon, Ehud Barak put a gun to the head of Mr. Clinton who like Rich wanted that Presidential Pardon like they wanted a Mossad bullet fired into their heads leaving a tennis ball sized hole between their ears.

When you can’t beat them, join them.

“By way of deception, we wage war” - Mossad

Moreover, those closest to Ben Gurion in late 1972 later thought I was rather “brilliant” when deciding in my final year of high school to leave my Jewish day high school of Carmel College, Durban, South Africa, well after the school year had begun and not simply go to another school where they didn’t play any sports which is all that I cared about, but to then change and go to another school, all the while dropping subjects that I was excelling at such as Latin, taking up totally new subjects, all the while keeping Hebrew and managing to not get an “exceptional” final grade, but enough to keep me out of the United States of America’s 3rd Reich’s Southern Division’s military who were fighting “communists” wanting to help the majority of Black South Africans simply feel like human beings, all the while keeping everyone around me including members of IMI as well as the Mossad “guessing”, given how I was by this time beginning to “outthink” the smartest of the smart people that were living at the time who numbered very few but who recognized that there was going to be the need, sooner rather than later, given Israel’s increasing lack of “first strike capability”, to think “outside of the box”.

The fact that I could keep quiet, check my ego at the door, all the while have a great time with all my many buddies from all walks of life, didn’t mean either IMI or the Mossad lost any respect for me by my decision to seek other ways besides for the “military option” in helping to bring about peace for all the world’s independent thinkers regardless of their religion, race or sex; on the contrary my credibility grew in leaps and bounds especially as I chose time and again not to take the “easy path” and of course no one I know in the entire world could have had it as easy as me when giving the opportunity in 1980 to
take over from my uncle David Gevisser as the American head and “control person” of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel.

The fact that I haven’t yet raised a single penny in corporate sponsorship for just3ants.com and yet at the same time I have the most extraordinarily large “footprint” on the Internet should be most encouraging to someone such as yourself assuming you are half the “independent thinking” person I think you are who should have no problem also understanding the uniqueness of just3ants.com.

Peace,

Gary

Ps – As each moment passes so does Wall-47th Street lose it’s so very important ability to forecast, let alone broadcast “good news” and in each of those moments the hard working peoples of the world learn that much more about how the manipulation of the capital and financial markets are all about forcing the poor, particularly here in the United States to join the “economic draft” bearing in mind there is still plenty of resources throughout the world beginning with water and food, and once able to logically thought process and figure out why most of all the corrupt Roman Catholic church doesn’t address while still trying to hold on to their dwindling US-De Beers-Dollars the problem of human overpopulation.

Yes, most Popes these days are pretty old and they too also want to live to a ripe old age and know better than to bite the hand that feeds them and why the Pope comes over here to not only party but to promote US-DeBeers-Dollars.

You also haven’t heard a Pope talking out against De Beers, the same with folks from either the De Beers controlled US Treasury, Federal Reserve, the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
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